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Abstract We show how to build a kinetic model of a metabolic pathway. We provide the
example of building a model of glycerol synthesis using Copasi. However, the techniques
required remain the same for any pathway, using any software.
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A mathematical description of a kinetic metabolic model may be given in differential
equation form as

x′ = Nv (x, y, p)

x(0) = x0

and this may be used as a guide as to the data required to create and parameterise a kinetic
model.

First, N is the stoichiometric matrix, which may be derived from the topology of the
model. x denotes metabolite concentrations. y denotes boundary metabolites, whose con-
centrations are not allowed to vary, but do affect the reaction rates. Initial concentrations
for both x and y must be defined, though note that only concentrations x will change
over time. Finally, v denotes reaction rates; these are dependent on kinetic mechanisms,
concentrations x and y and parameters p.
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Stoichiometry

The first stage in kinetic modelling is defining the pathway of interest and its bound-
aries, which are captured mathematically in the stoichiometric matrix. As an example, we
shall use a model of glycerol synthesis containing only two reactions [1], though the same
procedure can be used for more complex systems.

The model’s two reactions are glycerol 3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD) – which has
reactants DHAP and NADH and products glycerol 3-phosphate (G3P) and NAD – and
glycerol 3-phosphatase (GPP), which has reactant G3P and product glycerol (Gly) and
phosphate (Phi).

We shall show here how to implement the model using Copasi [2], but the techniques we
describe will be applicable to any software.

To enter the stoichiometric knowledge in Copasi, navigate to Model > Biochemical >

Reactions

double click on the equation box, which should take you to the reaction interface (see figure
2). In the chemical equation box enter

DHAP + NADH = G3P + NAD

Click commit and navigate back to Model > Biochemical > Reactions

Note: You may notice that Copasi automatically defines a rate law. This is fine, and will
be addressed later in the tutorial.

Double click the new reaction box, and enter the following in the chemical equation box

G3P -> Gly + Phi
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Figure 1: Navigating to the reaction interface

Figure 2: The reaction interface.

Note: You may have noticed that in reaction 1 we use = to signify the conversion between
substrates and products, whilst reaction 2 uses ->. The former is used to represent a
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reversible chemical reaction. in much the same way 
 are used in text. The latter signifies
an irreversible reaction. It is important to note that Copasi will not let you assign pre-
defined rate laws for reversible reactions that are irreversible and vice versa. However, if
you choose to define your own rate law, these constraints can be violated. This will be
discussed in more detail when we address entering rate laws.

Navigating now to Model > Biochemical > Species

Figure 3: The species interface

we see that the six metabolic species have already been added to the model. However,
we do not want to simulate changes in concentration of the boundary metabolites in our
system. To address this, change Simulation Type in DHAP from reactions to fixed, and
repeat this for the other boundary metabolites, Gly, NAD, NADH and Phi.
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Figure 4: Changing the metabolite boundaries

The stoichiometry matrix N is now found at Model > Mathematical > Matrices. As
expected, it contains only G3P, which is produced by the first reaction and consumed by
the second.
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Figure 5: The stoichiometric matrix.
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Metabolites

In order to build a kinetic model, concentration values must be provided for all metabolites.
Typically these will come from metabolomics measurements, or databases such as HMDB
[3]. In Table 1, the concentrations for all metabolites in our model are set out. These may
be added by accessing the Species menu in Copasi, and entering the concentration as the
initial concentration (see figure 6).

Figure 6: Setting the initial concentration.

ADP, ATP and F16BP are included in the model as modifiers of GPD (Reaction 1). This
is represented in Copasi by changing the reaction’s definition to

DHAP + NADH = G3P + NAD; ADP ATP F16BP

metabolite concentration (mM)
ADP 2.17
ATP 2.37

DHAP 0.59
F16BP 6.01
G3P 0
Gly 15.1

NAD 1.45
NADH 1.87

Phi 1

Table 1: Metabolite concentrations used in the model.
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It is important to ensure that consistent units are used throughout the model. Navigating
to Model, we change Time, Quantity Unit and Volume Unit to min, mmol and l, respec-
tively. In this way, all concentrations are measured in units of mmol/l = mM, and all
fluxes in units mM/min.

Figure 7: Model unit interface.
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Rate equations

Kinetic rate laws v may be derived from knowledge of the mechanism underlying the
enzymatic process. In many cases these are not known, and we must instead resort to
approximations such as linlog [4, 5], power law [6, 7] or convenience kinetics [8].

For our model, the rate of GPD is known to be

v1 =

V f1
K1nadh·K1dhap

(
NADH · DHAP − NAD·G3P

Keq1

)
(

1 + F16BP
K1f16bp

+ ATP
K1atp

+ ADP
K1adp

) (
1 + NADH

K1nadh
+ NAD

K1nad

) (
1 + DHAP

K1dhap
+ G3P

K1g3p

)
whilst the rate of GPP is given by

v2 =

V 2·G3P
K2g3p(

1 + G3P
K2g3p

) (
1 + Phi

K2phi

)
Copasi has a wide variety of inbuilt kinetic laws that may be accessed via the Functions

menu. However, the forms above must be entered manually; this is achieved by returning
to the Reactions menu and selecting GPD (Reaction 1). Click New Rate Law and enter
the following

Vf1/(K1nadh*K1dhap)*(NADH*DHAP-NAD*G3P/Keq1)/((1+F16BP/K1f16bp+ATP/K1atp+

ADP/K1adp)*(1+NADH/K1nadh+NAD/K1nad)*(1+DHAP/K1dhap+G3P/K1g3p))

Once the equation has been entered you then need to associate each identifier as a Substrate
(NADH, DHAP), Product (NAD, G3P), Modifier (F16BP, ATP, ADP) or Parameter (all
other identifiers). This can be seen in figure 8
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Figure 8: Entering a new rate law.

repeat for GPP (Reaction 2)

V2*G3P/K2g3p/((1+G3P/K2g3p)*(1+Phi/K2phi))

Once again identifying Substrate (G3P), Product (Gly, Phi) or Parameter (all other iden-
tifiers). Returning to the Reactions menu, these formulae need to be selected again under
Rate Law for each reaction. Where there are multiple substrates, products or modifiers
within a reaction it is important to check that the correct identifier is associated with the
correct metabolite. These are circled in figure 9
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Figure 9: Selecting the rate law.
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Kinetic parameters

The kinetic formulae above lead to a range of kinetic parameters. Ideally, these would be
measured using enzymatic assay, When this is not possible, databases such as Brenda [9]
or Sabio-RK [10] could be used.

In Table 2, the parameter values in our model are set out. These can be modified in the
same interface highlighted in figure 9.

parameter value units
V1 47 mM min−1

Keq1 10000 1
K1adp 2 mM
K1atp 0.73 mM

K1dhap 0.54 mM
K1f16bp 4.8 mM
K1g3p 1.2 mM
K1nad 0.93 mM

K1nadh 0.023 mM
V2 53 mM min−1

K2g3p 3.5 mM
K2phi 1 mM

Table 2: Parameter values used in the model.
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Analysis

Having built a model of the system, we would like to use mathematical tools to further our
understanding of its behaviour. Copasi provides a number of tools to carry out these tasks
under the Tasks menu. In the original paper [1], the authors investigate the response of flux
through the pathway to changes in boundary metabolite concentrations. This analysis may
be performed running the Sensitivities task, with Function: Concentration Fluxes

of Reactions and Variable: Initial Concentrations. Its results are presented in
Table 3.

metabolite response
ADP -0.141
ATP -0.420

DHAP 0.475
F16BP -0.162
G3P 0
Gly 0

NAD -0.0159
NADH 0.0260

Phi -0.0741

Table 3: Scaled response coefficients of flux to metabolite concentrations.
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Systems biology standards

Describing mathematical models as above is unwieldy and error-prone, and naturally leads
to difficulties in reproduction of results. Thus researchers have developed SBML (the
Systems Biology Markup Language [11]). A computer-readable format for representing
models of biological processes. Exchanging our models in SBML format (rather than
e.g. Copasi’s own xml format) not only allows us to describe our model in unambiguous
terms. It also gives us access to over 200 software tools specialising in many elements from
data integration to visualisation [12].

SBML can be combined with MIRIAM [13] to annotate the entities of those models; for
example, by marking-up the molecule G3P as CHEBI:15978
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/chebi/searchId.do?chebiId=CHEBI:15978) allows its unambiguous
identification and automatically links to many additional sources of information. This may
be achieved in Copasi under the Species submenu Annotation.

BioModels.net [14] is a modelling repository containing hundreds of models marked up
with the above standards. If you are having trouble reproducing the glycerol model
described above, it is available from the repository at http://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-
main/BIOMD0000000076.
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